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DISCLAIMER 

This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United States 
Government. While this document is believed to contain correct information, neither the 
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor the Regents of the University of 
California, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not 
infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 
process, or service by its trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States Government or any agency thereof, or the Regents of the University of 
California. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof or the Regents of the 
University of California. 
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THE PAPAGENO PARTONIC MONTE-CARLO PROGRAM * t 
.~-

Ian Hinchliffe 
Physics Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

Berkeley CA 94720, USA 

ABSTRACT 

This document provides a brief introduction to the PAPAGENO partonic Monte-Carlo event gen

erator. 

1 Outline 

This article describes the part6nic event generator PAPAG EN O. This program can be used 

to calculate event rates for a large number of processes in proton-proton or proton-anti

proton collisions. It uses fixed order in as to produce final states of partons (quarks, 

gluons, electroweak bosons and leptons). The quarks and gluons are appear as jets. No 

hadronization is performed except in the case of weak decays of strongly interacting particles 

(such as bottom quarks) where a model fragmentation function is used. The program is 

designed to be easy to use and to be sufficiently flexible that new processes can be added 

easily. 

The production rate for some process that produces N final state partons of momenta 

Pk in a collision of two hadrons of momenta PI and P2 is given by 

J 
1 .. N N d3 

ahadronic = 2 dXldx2 L hex, Q2)/j(x,Q2) IMI~i (211')46
4(PIXI+P2 X2-L Pk) II (2 );;E 

SXl X2 i,i k=l k=l 11' k 
(1) 

The matrix element IMI is computed using QeD perturbation theory and is proportional 

to a~. 

The program is organised as follows. Particles are divided into primaries and secon

daries according to whether or not they are produced in the interaction process involving 

the incoming partons. Secondary particles arise from the decay of primaries. The program 

computes a total cross section for particles going into a prescribed region of phase space. 

*This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Office of High Energy and Nuclear 
Physics, Division of High Energy Physics of the U. S. Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC03-
76SF00098. 
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The integrals over the parton momentum fractions Xl and X2 and the momenta of the 

outgoing primary particles (pd is da'ne using the adaptive Monte-Carlo integration routine 

VEGAS [4]. The program generates a set of 4-vectors for each of the outgoing particles 

and a weight for the event. This weight can be thought of as the product of the structure 

functions, the matrix element and the phase space factors. In full Monte-Carlo generators 

such as ISAJE~ [1], HERWIG [2] or PYTHIA [3], as in an experiment, the events are 

unweighted. The advantage of weighted events is that the statistical errors on the Monte

Carlos reflect those on an experiment with the same number of events. At the same time 

very large Monte-Carlo samples may be needed in order to generate rare events. 

The program is set up to generate more events in regions where the cross-section is 

largest. It does so by using VEGAS to increase the number of events· in the regions of phase 

space where the weight is largest. Phase space events (the set of momenta Pi) are generated 

using a modified version of the phase space generator RAMBO [5]. The modified version 

is constructed so that the variables used to generate momenta are passed from VEGAS. 

This'method produces results that converge slightly more rapidly. The disadvantage is 

that (unlike RAMBO) the events are not generated with a weight that, for fixed values of 

(1: Pi)2, is independent of Pi. 

The matrix elements contain singularities in certain kinematic configurations. For 

example, those with final states of several jets are singular if the jets are close together 

or if the transverse momentum of a jet approaches zero. Hence, after the momenta are 

generated, a call is made to a routine (PRIMARY _CUTS) that is used to apply cuts to the 

generated events. An event that fails the cut is then rejected and the matrix element is not 

evaluated. This procedure ensures a more efficient program. 

After the matrix ,element is evaluated, unstable particles such as heavy quarks are 

decayed. The particles resulting from these decays are referred to as "secondary particles" . 

These decays include the matrix elements so that the angular distribution of the decay 

products is correct. In some cases there is a loss of information since, for most processes, the 

spin correlations between the primary particles are not retained. There are some cases, such 

as the production ofWW final states where the helicity of the produced W (whether from q7j 

annihilation or from Higgs decay) affects the angular distribution of decay leptons, where the 

correct polarization is used. Most of the decays are generated using an acceptance/rejection 

method so that the distribution of events is correct but the weights returned by the decay 

routines are constant. t For almost all of the decays, branching ratios are not included. 

After the decays, there i~~ second call to a routine where cuts (SECONDARY_CUTS) can 

be applied. 'Finally all the output momenta, particle types and event weight are passed to a 

tThis is desirable since, otherwise events that have the same kinematic configuration of primary particles 

will end up with different weights. 
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routine that the user supplies and that can be used for histogramming. After the program 

,finishes, it prints a summary including the total rate for events that pass all of the cuts and 

an approximation to the error on that rate. 

2 List of Processes 

Each process is identified by the variables NPART, NJET, IAPPROX and LDECAY. More 

details can be found in the sample program EXAMPLE.FOR. The variable NJET specifies 

the number of jets in the final state. IAPPROX controls the approximation used and 

I.J)ECAY controls the decays. References for the source of the ma.trix elements is given 

after each process. If no reference is given, the matrix element was computed by me. 

NPART=-1 AND IAPPROX=l: A jet final state made from gluon-gluon collisions ac

cording to a phase space distribution. The matrix element is assumed to be IMI2 = 

g;NJETs2-NJET. Here 0 is the center of mass energy of the parton system. ' 

NPART=O; A jet final state containing NJET jets. IAPPROX=O give the exact result 

for NJET =2[6) or 3 [7). For N JET 2: 4, IAPPROX=l gives the Kunszt-Stirling [9) 

approximation while IAPPROX=2 gives the Maxwell approxim,ation [8]. 
NPART=I:. Final state of W + N J ETSprovide that N J ET ~ 3 and IAPPROX=0[10, 

11]. IfIAPPROX=I, an approximation is used to generate W +N JET final state [12]. 

If I-DECAY=l the W is decayed. If NJET=O then LDECAY=O is mandatory and 

the primary particles are electron and neutrino. In this case ONLY the W branching 

ratio to ev is included. 

NPART=2: Z + NJ ET with N J ET ~ 2 and IAPPROX=O [10] or IAPPROX=l and 

N JET ~ 6 [12]. If I..DECAY=1 (2) the Z is decayed to e+e- (e+e--y). In the 

I-DECAY =2 case the Z branching ratio is included. / 
NPART=3: Bottom quark anti-quark pair plus NJET (with N JET ~ 1) and IAP

PROX=O only [13]. If I..DECAY=1 the bottom quarks decay to charm quark + 
qq (or ev). If LDECAY=2, the charm is also decayed to strange quark + plus qq (or 

ev). 
NPART=4: Photon + jets (NJET=1 or NJET=2 and IAPPROX=O only) [14]. If NJET=l, . . 

or NJET=2 then CHARM_ONLY=.TRUE. gives the photon+charm rate. 
NPART=5: Photon pair (NJET = 0 and IAPPROX=O only) [15]. 
NPART=6: IfNJET=O then lepton pair via virtual photon and Z is produced (the Drell

Van process) If N JET:::: 1 or 2, the program is calculating dO' / dm where m is the lepton 

pair mass. If LDECAY=1 the virtual photon (Z) is decayed to an e+C pair. The 

Drell-Van pair mass is supplied by the user in this case. 

NPART=7: WW final state (NJET=O only and IAPPROX=O only). If LDECAY=1 the 

W's are decayed to ev. [16] 
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NPART=8: ZZ final state (N JET:::; 1) If LDECAY=l the Z's are decayed to e+e

[16, 17) 
NPART=9: WZ final state (NJET=O only and IAPPROX=O only). If LDECAY=l the 

Wand Z are decayed to leptons [16) 
NPART=10: Photon+ Lepton+Neutrino ("W')''') (NJET=O and IAPPROX=O only).[18] 

A non- standard value of the W magnetic moment can be set, The processes are qq-+ 

W( --+ evh and qq --+ W( --+ ev')'), including interference. Note that the branching 

ratio of W --+ ev) is included. The case NJET=l produces ev, + jet A non standard 

value of the W magnetic moment is not allowed in this case. There are really two 

processes here, W + ')' + jet followed by W -+ e'v and W + jet followed by W -+ ev')'. 
NPART=l1:, Z + ,[19] If LDECAY=l (2) the Z is decayed to e+e- (e+e-" the Z 

branching ratio is included in this case) 

NPART=12: Heavy lepton+neutrino (NJET=O and IAPPROX=O only). If LDECAY=l 

the heavy lepton is decayed tovqq or vev. 
NPART=13: Charged heavy lepton pair (NJET=O and IAPPROX=O only). The decays 

are described in NPART=ll. 
NPART=14: Z + tI If [...DECAY ~ 1, theZ is decayed to leptons. If LDEC~Y=2 the 

top q~arks are also decayed to bqq: or bev; if LDECAY=3 the bottqm quarks from 

the first decay are decayed to cqq or cev; if LDECAY =4 the charm is decayed to sqi'j 

or sev. 
NPART=15: tt + NJET (NJET:::; 1 and IAPPROX=O only) [13). If LDECAY=l the 

top quarks are decayed to bqq or bev If LDECAY=2 the bottom quarks from the first 

decay are decayed to cqi'j OJ:- cev If LDECAY=3 the charm is decayed to sqq or sev. 

There is an option to force one or both, of the top quarks to produce a photon in its 

decay chain. This is needed for studies of the backgrounds in H --+ ,'Y for example 

[20] 
NPART=16: Zbb (N JET =:::; 1 and IAPPROX=O only). If LDECAY=l the Z is decayed 

to leptons. If LDECAY=2 the bottom quarks are also decayed to charm + quark+ 

antiquark (or lepton+neutrino). If LDECAY=3 the charm is decayed to bottom + 

quark+ antiquark (or lepton+neutrino). 
NPART=17: Z pair via a Higgs boson production and.decay using the WW and ZZ fusion 

Process IAPPROX=O only if LDECAY=l the Z's are decayed to leptons [21] (see also 

process 27) 
NPART=18: W pair via a Higgs boson production and decay using the WW and ZZ fusion 

process IAPPROX=O only If LDECAY=l the W's are decayed to leptons [21) (see 

also process 28). 
NPART=21 ,22,23: Various combinations of supersymmetric particles; NPART=21 cor

responds to a squark pair (all squark flavors are assumed degenerate)i NPART=22 

corresponds to a gluino pair; and NPART=23 corresponds to a squark+gluino (a:ll 
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squark flavors are assumed degenerate)[22] There is a common block that contains all 

of the masses. Consult the EXAMPLE. FOR file for details of the masses and decay 

chains .. 
NPART=24: Two jets with composite interaction four quark interaction. All the four

quark interactions are assumed to be flavor diagonal [24] 
NPART= 25: A fourth generation bottom-prime quark pair + NJET (N J ET ::; 1). If 

LDECAY=1 the bottom-prime quarks decayed to charm + quark+ antiquark (or lep

ton+neutrino). If LDECAY=2 the charm is decayed to bottom + quark+ antiquark 

(or lepton+neutrino). 
NPART=26: two jets with axigluon [23]. 
NPART=27: Z pair via a Higgs boson production and decay using the gluon gluon fusion 

proceSSj IAPPROX=O only. If LDECAY=1 the Z's are decayed to leptons (see also 

process 17) 
NPART=28: W pair via a Higgs boson production and decay using the gluon gluon fusion 

proceSSj IAPPROX=O only [25]. if LDECAY=1 the W's are decayed to leptons (see 

also process 18) 
NPART=29: Drell-Yan pair production including the effect of an additional neutral gauge 

boson with couplings given in a E_6 model [26].· 
NPART=30: Ze+ e-via a Higgs boson using the gluon gluon fusion production mechanism 

[25]. The Higgs mass should be between Mz and 250 GeV. For masses above 250 GeV 

use processes 17 and 27. If LDECAY=l the Z is decayed to leptons. 
NPART=31: W+ top anyi-top quark pair. The W is decayed automatically to ev. If 

LDECAY =1 the top is decayed to bottom + quark+ antiquark (or lepton+neutrino) 

if I..DECAY =2 the bottom quark from the first decay are decayed to charm + 'quark+ 

antiquark (or lepton+neutrino) if LDECAY=3 the charm is decayed to strange + 

quark+ antiquark(or lepton+neutrino) 
NPART=32: top andti-top quark pair state[27]. If LDECAY=l the top is decayed to 

bottom + quark+ antiquark (or lepton+neutrino)jif LDECAY=2 the bottom quark 

from the first decay are decayed to charm + quark+ antiquark (or lepton+neutrino); if 

I..DECAY=3 the charm is decayed to strange + quark+ antiquark (orlepton+neutrino). 

If DECAY _HIGGS=O the Higgs is not decayed. If DECAY JIIGGS=l (2) the Higgs 

is decayed toe+ e~ e+ e- (II) 
NPART=33: W + Higgs. If LDECAY=l the W is decayed to ev: The Higgs decays are 

as in NPART=33 
NPART=34: top anti-top quark pair + photon + photon [28]. If LDECAY=l the top 

is~decayed to bottom + quark+ antiquark (or lepton+neutrino) If LDECAY=2 the 

bottom quark from the first decay are deca.yed to charm + quark+ antiquark (or . 
lepton+neutrino) If IJ)ECAY =3 the charm is decayed to strange + quark+ antiquark 

(or lepton+neutrino) 
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NPART=35: Bottom anti-bottom quark pair +.photon + photon [28]. If LDECAY=1 

the bottom quarks are decayed to charm + quark+ antiquark (or lepton+neutrino). If . 

LDECAY=2 the charm is decayed to strange + quark+ antiquark (orlepton+neutrino) 
NPART=36: Photon + Photon + lepton+neutrino ("W+ 2 i")·(NJET EQ 0 a,nd IAP

PROX=O only). 
NPART=37: Photon +Top +Anti-top quark pair~ If LDECAY=l the top is decayed to 

bottom + quark+ antiquark (or lepton+neutrino); ifLDECAY=2 the bottom quark 

from the first decay are decayed to charm + quark+ antiquark( or lepton +neutrino); if 

LDECAY=3 the charm is decayed to strange + quark+ antiquark (orlepton+neutrino). 

There is an option to force one the top quarks to produce a photon in its decay chain. 

This is needed for studies of the backgrounds in H -+ 'Y'Y for example [20J 
NPART=38: Photon + bottom quark anti-quark pair. 

3 Usage 

Full details of how to run the program are contained in its file EXAMPLE. FOR which is a . 

sample program that includes a description of all the variables and options. The program 

can be obtained by contacting me via e-mail at THEORY@LBL. GOV. To ensure that the 

program is self-contained, some sets of parton structure functions are included [29], however 

the program includes a call to the CERN LIB routine PDFLIB [30], so that.a more complete 

set of structure functions is available. Also included is a simple histogramming package, 

courtesy of Michelangelo Mangano [31]. 
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